Law 44/2017

Law 25/2008

Proportional Voting System

Majoritarian Voting System

15 electoral districts (with no specific distribution) where the number of seats in each

26 electoral districts (caza) where the number of seats range between 2 and 10 seats

ranges between 5 and 13 seats
Sectarian and regional quota

Sectarian and regional quota

The electoral threshold is equivalent to the electoral quotient

Electoral threshold and quotient are not applicable

The usage of pre-printed ballot is mandatory

Pre-printed ballot is not applicable

A possibility to adhering to a magnetic card

The magnetic card/id is not applicable

Individual candidates with mandatory inclusion in electoral lists

Individual candidates with the possibility of being included in electoral lists

Forming lists is mandatory

Forming lists is not mandatory

Voting is restricted to a list with no option to form a list consisted of different

A possibility to vote to a candidate among all individual candidates or among

candidates from different lists

competing lists (forming a new list)

Success requires obtaining the highest preferential votes among all candidates of same

Success requires obtaining the highest votes among all candidates of same sect and

sect and seat

seat

The expenditure ceiling:

The expenditure ceiling:

For candidates:
-

A fixed section of LL150 million,

-

A section subject to change that is linked to the number of voters in a large

-

A fixed section of LL150 million

-

A section subject to change that is linked to the number of voters in a large
electoral district

electoral district in which he is elected to the amount of LL5,000 for each
registered voter in the electoral lists in the large constituency.
For lists:
-

A fixed amount of LL150 million for each candidate.

Supervisory Electoral Commission (SEC): Permanent and worked independently and in

Supervisory Electoral Commission (SEC): Temporary and directly linked with the

coordination with the minister of Interior and Municipalities.

minister of Interior and Municipalities.

Vote Counting in two phases:

Vote Counting:

-

Counting of votes manually inside voting polls

-

Electronic counting in the registration committees

-

If controversy or contradictions to the final poll station reports, the votes will
be recounted manually (by hand)

Counting of votes manually (by hand) inside voting polls

